An awesome FLOSS design collaboration workflow

EMILY DIRSH + MÁIRÍN DUFFY
FEDORA DESIGN TEAM
Let's start from the beginning.
MORE INFO: http://2tu.us/59tp
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SparkleShare is a collaboration and sharing tool that is designed to keep things simple and to stay out of your way.
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Rocket Trails

The release codename for F13 is Goddard. Goddard was a rocket scientist. This wallpaper is meant to be an abstract interpretation of the trails rockets and other spacecraft leave in the sky - showing them coming together the way the Fedora community comes together to produce Fedora.

What do you think?

George the Dog
10 FEB 2010 @ 4:56 PM UTC
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PROPOSAL 3

George the Dog
I added a little bit more color and texture to this one. What do you think?
3 days ago

View 15 earlier comments ...

Al Spaceman I think there's too many swirlies, especially outside that central focal area in the upper right. Maybe try toning them down a bit?
2 days ago

INSPIRATIONS

A Comet
http://nasa.gov/foobarcomet
Tube Teaser 2

Tube is an open movie project by Bassam Kurdali, it's currently up on Kickstarter.

Follow the Kickstarter link for more information or check the guys out at http://urchn.org.
Looks sweet. :)  

about 10 days ago

---

**Chris Blount**

nice work. [wipup.org](http://wipup.org) is great for posting wip projects. I would love this functionality in mediagoblin too.

about 10 days ago

---

**Christopher Allan Webber ➤ Máirín, Chris Blount**

Fun fact: ![MediaGoblin](http://media-goblin.org) idea partly came out of looking at some of @mairin’s mockups on graphic design WIP tool!

about 10 days ago

Chris Blount and Claes Wallin (韋嘉誠) like this.

---

**Christopher Allan Webber ➤ Chris Blount, Jeremy Pope**

@ghosthand @jpope and thanks :)

about 10 days ago

---

**Terry Hancock**

@cwebber Purple. Purple is always a good fallback.

about 10 days ago

---

**Christopher Allan Webber**

@digitante Purple usually is my fallback! See: most of my goblin drawings :)

about 9 days ago
CHALLENGE C

interactive, click-through mockups

Flash?  HTML?  Web App?
MORE INFO: http://2tu.us/59tq

Assuming you’ve linked the jQuery.js file in the .html file and embedded the .svg file in said .html file using

You can access jQuery from an .svg file by using ‘parent’ like so:

parent.$(‘bla’).dolt()

Hi, I’m Jim from Mocksup. You rule, ZOMG! Please don’t put us out of business with your SVG futurism!

Seriously, though, inquire within for a free account. Not that this hackery isn’t awesome, but I personally would rather have you devoting this kind of effort to make the entire web better than trying to do something we seem to be doing an OK job with.

Have fun out there!

If you’re going to go this far, why not just start doing the mockups in glade? Its not as freeform as making images but its got many, many advantages, and I’m sure the tool could get better for what you’re doing with your use case pressing on it.

Cool, thanks! As I suspected, I had the syntax for the translate call wrong 😞
Mocksup says goodbye, teams up with Invision

Mocksup has had a great couple of years, but it's time for us to close up shop and say goodbye.

Starting today, April 28th, we'll be disabling new account signups. And in one month, on May 28th, we'll be shutting the app down for good.

If you're a paying user and want a backup of your data please contact us here. If you have any other questions please read our blog post for further details.

The good news is we've teamed up with Invision to offer every former Mocksup user a great deal — 5 active projects absolutely free for the first 3 months! With Invision you'll be able to create fully interactive wireframes and prototypes the easy and beautiful way.

GET STARTED WITH Invision

or, login to your Mocksup account
MagicMockup!
(no logo yet. maybe you can make it?)

https://github.com/garrett/magicmockup
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???
Glitter Gallery

https://github.com/EmilyDirsh/GlitterGallery
BIG DREAMS A.K.A. A ROADMAP
(WE COULD USE YOUR HELP! :) )

Sparkleshare Invite Buttons
(http://2tu.us/59tr)

Flickr-style notes, but persistent
One repo per project
(right now, one per user)
MagicMockup navigation panel
Github forking/pull request-model
Versioning / tagging support
Fullscreen mode

Open in nautilus button
Import pre-existing SparkleShare repos
Solve HTML SVG object embedding issues
Pingbacks / feedback federation
Printable PDF mockup booklets
Interactive, in-browser SVG editing
Better screen-by-screen thumbs
Activity Log & History
Diffs
Questions?

SLIDES: http://tinyurl.com/designponies